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Open the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. Get a comprehensive introduction to the Wim Hof method with the official mobile app. Have a method with you wherever you go for consistent practice &amp; maximum benefits: increased energy, reduced stress levels and faster recovery. The app includes:• Instructional videos teaching 3 pillars of the
Wim Hof method• Interactive calendar to track your progress• Stopwatch during your retentions• Document explaining scientific foundations• Fully integrated with Apple Health, it exchanges minuteGet mindfulness strong, happy and healthy! Face in Ice, Hand in Ice, Split, Horse Stance &amp; Calm your mind exercises have been addedIce Man Story comic
has been addedNew subscribers badgeNew content guide for free usersHeart functionality rate restored for Apple WatchDesign enhancementsCrash &amp; bug fixes I started listening to Wim a few years ago and I was a fan from the start, but I only grew in my admiration for him personally and for his team. One of the first things I did was download the app
and it helped me so much. I still use the app even though I don't really need it. One thing I want to say is that I'm very happy that when updating the app, they thought about people who started using it when it was new. They haven't forgotten us!!!! All my information was still there and even gave me credit for my badges earned based on what I've done in the
past. They also haven't tried BS which told me that my past purchases don't count because this is a new app. Thank you for being faithful to your followers and practicing what you preach. Continue Wim. I want to celebrate your 100th birthday with you!!!! This is the rating of the application, not the method itself. I would like to recommend WHM to everyone
because Wim Hof represents a very affordable path to greater health, but I would recommend it only to those who are already in good shape because it does not show a safe way to work to a potentially dangerous shoulder rack or inner fire (tummo) breath. Hath Yoga's good instructor will prepare the body for inversions before jumping into the shoulder rack
and will offer less extreme versions of some of the more strenuous poses and movements that provide the same benefit. It is the same with a good pranayama instructor and such a swing between hyperventilation and lack of oxygen/co2 toxicity. These breathing exercises can bring such incredible bliss with health benefits and I recommend everyone to try
such health bliss, gradual exercise to such advanced exercises can give faster and safer results. I've been using the Wim Hof method for a month now. I could never mediate and after using his breathing exercises I can finally relax and calm my monkey mind. I try to breathe once in the AM and again before I fall asleep and the same with cold showers. I'm
also trying to ice bath once a week. I've been dealing with terrible polar depression for years if not my whole life and it's finally something that's started to help me use pharmaceutical drugs. I'm thinking of going to one of his work stores in the U.S. That you are all so much a developer, Innerfire B.V., has indicated that the app's privacy practices may include
data handling as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The following information may be collected and linked to your identity: User identifiers of health and fitness contact content May collect the following information but are not related to your identity: Privacy practices may vary, for example, depending on the features you
use or your age. Learn more Development website App Support Privacy Policy If you get a migraine or sinus and lose an entire day's worth of productivity? Do you think yoga is for old people or is it too boring for that? You tried meditation, and you think you'd rather go to sleep than sit like a fool? Or even the thought of cold showers scares you, why would
anyone do that?  Let me tell you something about myself. I've lived my whole life with headaches like migraines and sinuses. It hits me once or twice a month and sometimes even more. In general, the trigger is a heavy lunch, or bright sun, running, trekking and swimming. Sometimes it depends on the food I eat. Meditation can also be the cause. There are
so many variables that it is difficult to determine exactly what causes a migraine or sinus. Because I'm so used to it, I didn't bother to find a cure. I'm taking a nasp or taking an analgesic.   When it comes to yoga, I think about gymnastics. I'd rather train for the Olympics than yoga.  All those weird poses, I'm certainly not built with my genes intact. I've never
even tried yoga. I know it will be useful if I practiced it day by day, but I don't have the patience and flexibility to do it. What about meditation?  It seems to be a new cult, you have to meditate. Have you ever noticed that people telling you to meditate look like they're under some medication?  I generally feel socially anxious, so this is what I get from people,
'you have to meditate'. Thank you, but no thanks. And now a new hype of cold showers. All I know is, the thought of a cold water bath is enough to send shivers down my spine. But all of a sudden, my views on yoga, meditation and cold showers have changed. This guy from Holland Wim-Hof, a.ka. 'Iceman' comes up with this theory of using your autonomic
system to regulate your heart rate. A lot of voodoo stuff. I haven't bought this idea in a while. Being an avid MMA follower, one of my best fighters, he mentioned that he trained with Ice Man to boost his stamina. If an MMA fighter uses this method, I explore more about this guy. MMA fighters are arguably the fittest and strongest men in the world. Any novelty
in their training has to work or it doesn't make sense for them to waste time on it.  That's what he sold me on the idea. I have to try this guy. It has a 10-week course on how to teach you how to regulate your autonomous system. Voodoo again. So I start 1. It is a breathing exercise, followed by yoga, meditation and cold showers. When I was doing it, I felt like
wtf was this. This is another Sai Baba scam. But I made sure I made a 10-week effort no matter what. I will follow the process and leave the result to happen organically. To be held accountable, I made a rule that doesn't break the chain. Every day, after I finish Wim-Hof training, I round up that date. Over time, it will form a chain and as a result, you would not
want to break it. It's like a little game you, but it also holds you accountable. So the second week starts, I keep breathing, yoga becomes a little intense, meditates for a long time and longer cold showers. After week 3 or 4 it states that your body will begin detoxification. And yes, I felt like I was going to the bathroom 2-3 times a day. Was it a detox, or did I just
eat some junk. Was it a coincidence or a training session? I don't know. But I will prioritize doubt training.   I also noticed, not getting a headache for a whole month. That's a little rare. Something in this method actually works. I begin to feel more productive, less sleepy during noon, able to have a stronger focus, little or no headache, calmer, more responsible.
This is a little weird. How the hell some breathing, meditation, yoga and cold showers have such a profound impact. For me, not getting headaches is a game-changing game. What exactly does this Wim-Hof method entail? A.BreathingThis is the core of what makes the Wim-Hof method work. The idea of breathing is to make 30-40 repetitions of complete
inhalation and partial exhalation. At the end of 30-40 repetitions, you need to hold your breath. Do this cycle 3-4 times. On the fifth cycle, you continue breathing. This time, not only do you have to hold your breath, but you also have to do skles. Breathing exercise powers your body with oxygen. I think sinuses and migraines are somehow associated with a
lack of enough oxygen in the veins or blood vessels. This exercise trains you to breathe properly, as a result, you feel that your body is a little oxygenated. You get a tingling feeling. If all this sounds a little voodoo, try it yourself, and see what it feels like. B.YogaU Wim-Hof method, yoga is a combination of stretching and strange poses. Well, that's generally
the definition of yoga. The more you do it, the more you can stretch. The more you exercise, the more you will train even make a complicated pose. While practicing yoga, you still need to keep breathing. Breathe deeply, hold your breath for a few seconds and then exhale. Focus on the point at which the pain is as you stretch and breathe. Somehow breath
helps alleviate the pain by helping you stretch a little further. C.MeditationI don't think I got this even after 10 weeks. He suggests seeing a little white light for 4-5 weeks. I didn't see anything. I tried to focus on something, but nothing. Meditation, I'm not sure whether it helps me or not, but trying to be patient for a few minutes, sitting still while focusing your
mind on my forehead can have some impact. I just don't know what it is. D.Cold Showers When it snows outside and you have to shower with cold water, it requires a little willpower. There are medical benefits to cold showers. For me, it was more about building mental strength to withstand the cold for a few minutes.  My tolerance for staying out in the cold
has increased a bit. We still have a long way to go. What did I learn after completing the 10 week Wim-hof method? Is this some kind of scam or helps improve your nervous system? Am I different after 10 weeks or was it no difference? These are my top 13 things I've learned. And no, it's not a scam. Since I'm pretty skeptical, I'd be the first to judge. This
product is safely delivered at a deep level if you follow it thoroughly. 1. No more shallow breathing. Start breathing deeply. You start comforting the full capacity of your lungs.  Just by breathing deeply, you will power your body with more oxygen. The more oxygen you have, the more cautious you are, the more energetic you feel and the better you feel. 2. No
more headaches and can carry contact lensesI haven't had headaches since I started the Wim-Hof method. This is big for me. Now, I can wear contact lenses and feel comfortable. My eyes hurt, but it's the contacts and the squint. Atleast this pain doesn't flow all the way to my brain. It stops on your eyes. 3. I can do complex yoga poses. Who would have
ever thought I was the most athletic person you'd ever meet. When it comes to sports, yoga, endurance, I'm bad. So for me, going from some below-average Joe now to executing yoga poses like GI and Joe's is shocking. 4. Cold shower I would never expect to dip in the cold. Especially when the temperature is 0degress and it snows outside. And yet, with
focus, willpower and a 'just do it' mentality I stuck to cold showers for 7 weeks. I switch between warm and cold when I'm uncomfortable. I also know that my pain tolerance has improved. At least the tolerance of enduring the cold. Keep in the beginning: For the last 3 weeks I stopped showering with the cold5. Discipline and responsibilityFor you to stick to this
program for 10 weeks, requires a certain level of It requires a little will and tolerance of pain. There will be days when you do not feel like getting up, you do not feel like doing anything, leave the Wim-Hof method alone. And yet you do. After which you feel amazing; but in an instant it's painful to be disciplined. This is definitely a great way to train your mind to
be consistent and disciplined. 6. The more focus after the Wim-Hof method, I can concentrate for a longer period of time. They can program for a long time, get less distracted and do more work. Of course the Wim-Hof method has trained my mind to have more focus. As a result, I can do more work faster. No headaches, more energy, more focus, I feel a
little limitless. Well, that's an exaggeration, but definitely, they've improved on my focus. 7. Calmer and more relaxedSad, when I feel a little anxious, I just exercise breathing. Breathing exercise is so simple; you can do it anywhere. The deeper you take, the calmer you get. Being calm isn't bad. It makes you think more clearly. 8. More motivated Once you are
disciplined and have a better focus, you will automatically feel more motivated. This appears to be a side effect of the above results9. Feel sharper and somehow my catching power is improved. I'm a pretty stupid guy. Like pretty stupid. If I feel like I'm learning something a little faster, I can feel it. I was on my way to Miami the other day. Every time you travel
by air you get a boarding pass that has your seat # and flight #. I rarely pay attention to those numbers. I tend to look at my boarding pass a million times to find my door and fill out the immigration form. This time it was different. I could remember the numbers. I was paying attention to something I would never. It felt good, but it was weird. I attribute my
increased power to the Wim-Hof method.  Not to mention the things you program now. What I used to feel like: I don't feel like learning or programming, I'm starting to think, what is it that I need to do now to do shit. I put all my personal prejudices and preferences aside. As a result, I'm able to do things what I previously thought was not my cup of tea. I like
this template where you read this blog. Programmed and designed for 2-3 days. Our new service we provide. Thought about it, designed and implemented in a week. More on how I design, go check out this blog. There are many other examples, just to name a few.  10. Increase deployment, visualization, and thinking speed By being more focused, sharper,
and increased capture power, my deployment speed is better than it used to be. I can do things 3-4x times faster than before. I have time to visualize what I'm going to do before I execute on it. The more you visualize, the more vivid the information or task, the easier it is Proof of my speed is in the work I have been able to produce in recent weeks. Now I
plan to raise it even higher and do a lot more faster. Whether it's programming, networking, blogging. 11. Strong morning routineI did Wim-Hof method 1. As a result, my day begins with breathing exercises, yoga, meditation and cold showers. Then I make a bed and start programming or writing software. This routine helps me organize quickly. It builds my
muscle discipline and as good a way to start the day as possible than feeling more energetic. 12. Habit of recording your progress This is one of the most valued skills in personal development. Track your progress with a pen and paper. In the Wim-Hof method, everything is monitored.  How long is your retention, how many sclers you can do, and you even
have to record what and how you feel. As a result, it becomes a habit. I'm saving a stopwatch to record how long I've been holding my breath. I keep track of how long I've been doing the push-ups and how many I've been doing. I even keep track of how long I've been doing a certain yoga pose. What good does that do? There are several advantages in my
opinion. 1. You take the task more seriously. 2. You know where you've been and where you need to go. You can measure your progress. 3. The habit you nurture can be applied to other aspects of your life. You start taking feedback and thinking about how to improve the current situation.  These are micro-habits, but in the long run, they have profound
effects. 13. Nurturing keystone habits If there is one thing this program has taught me, it is the ability to nurture key habits. Think of keystone habits like dominos. You want to change your habit by affecting all areas of your life, not just one thing. To fix the headache problem, I could be, don't go under the sun, don't run, don't eat fatty foods, exercise more
indoors. These are all random habits to work on. With breathing, yoga meditation and cold showers, suddenly now I can run, walk in the sun, eat anything and not get headaches. Because the Wim-Hof method focuses on habits. As a result, it profoundly affects all other areas of your life. What's next? For the last three weeks of the Wim-hof method, I've been
a little late. Because there was no instructional yoga video. I didn't know what to do. There's a 4min workout and a 10-minute workout. I'm going to keep doing a 10-minute workout. Now that I've completed the Wim-hof course, good chance I might do it again in the future, but now, I plan to focus on building more muscle. Then I'll follow the Tacfit Commando
and Mass-Assault program. This is a completely different program and it seems to fit well with what I need to do next. I'll also be attending a workshop in Vancouver. I'll see him live and ask more about how to do meditation. these benefits seem promising? Would you consider the Wim-Hof method? I can't tell you if it's going to work for you or not. For me, I
got tremendous value from it. Share your comments if you have created a program or want to create a program. No, I'm by no means connected to Wim-Hof.  Written by Anthony Shivakumar Founder, Lead Marketing and Software Developer at ANTSAND Anthony has a master's degree in electrical engineering and computer engineering. He has worked at
major software companies for the past 15 years and currently runs his own software and marketing company. He continues to write articles related to marketing, programming, sales and growth hacking. Be sure to fill in all required fields. Required fields are selected * *
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